
PCI DSS
Compliant Security

PCI Compliance isn’t just a one time task, it’s a 
constant requirement from the payment card 
industry. OmegaScan’s continuous four-step 
process automates what otherwise would be a 
rigorous undertaking, allowing retailers to 
focus on running their businesses instead of 
systems security.

  Detect & Collect. A complete and accurate   

 inventory of every device on your network.  

  Analyze & Alert. Regular system scans flag and  

 alert of potential security vulnerabilities, including  

 unapproved access attempts and unknown   

 software installs.

  Enforce & Remediate. Identifies and deploys latest  

 Windows patches; limits network access to only  

 approved applications; optional anti-virus and   

 malware protection.  

  Verify & Validate. Generates ASV-certified reports  

 and compliance status checks. 

OmegaScan
Retail System Security for PCI DSS Level 2, 3, & 4 Merchants

TM

Sound like a tall order? Not for companies that subscribe to OmegaScan, 

the affordable hosted service that accelerates PCI DSS compliance by 

protecting your retail systems. With a subscription to OmegaScan, 

you can:

    Generate required ASV-certified external vulnerability reports

   Capture data for and produce accurate Annual 

                   Self-Assessment Questionnaires

Most importantly, OmegaScan is a true security solution that 

safeguards your retail systems and your company’s good name. The 

solution scans your systems for both internal and external threats, as 

required for PCI compliance, and quickly remediates 

security vulnerabilities.

   Internal and external scanning   

   Swift response to potential security threats

  Secure remote control to your stores

   Windows patch management   

   Activity logs demonstrate compliance

   Automatic reports; no data crunching required 

   Remote access to administrative console

   Optional integrated anti-virus and anti-spyware

With OmegaScan, there’s no new 
equipment to buy and install. No 
time-consuming learning curve. 
Instead, simply subscribe to the 
industry’s most user-friendly hosted 
PCI compliance and security solution. 

How to order: Subscribe quarterly or annually
Call ATC at 636-557-7777 or email PCI@atcusa.com to schedule 

a free assessment of your operation’s readiness for PCI compliance 

“I want to get PCI compliant, fast. I want it to be affordable.
And I want someone else to handle it.”

Signed, A Very Busy Retailer 



Becoming PCI compliant used to require new 
hardware, software, and often, outside 
consulting. We should know. For almost two 
decades, we’ve helped retailers large and 
small effectively secure and manage their 
store systems. 

We realized smaller businesses simply couldn’t 
make this kind of investment. So, we devel-
oped OmegaScan, one of the first hosted 
solutions on the market for PCI compliance 
to provide both internal and external security 
scans of your workstations and back-office 
PC systems.

OmegaScan provides smaller retailers the exact 
same results that previously required a 
significant investment in people, processes, 
technology, and infrastructure. 

Today, it only takes a subscription to 
OmegaScan’s web-based service to achieve the 
critical system security requirements for PCI 
DSS compliance. Retail systems stay secure and 
running - and so does your business.

OmegaScan at a Glance
TM

Large retailers find PCI compliance just as complex as you do, but they have extensive 
resources to handle it. 

Now you have OmegaScan. No other hosted PCI compliance solution performs this 
many system security functions for retailers, while requiring no new infrastructure 
or equipment. 

Demonstrates PCI Compliance

  Regular ASV-certified vulnerability scans; twelve monthly plus four quarterly

  Online Self-Assessment Questionnaires determine PCI compliance progress

  Auditable event logs record all system activities, as required by PCI compliance

Secures Your Retail Systems

  Regular external and internal scanning for system vulnerabilities

  Flags and alerts of potential security threats

  Comprehensive Windows patch management

  Rapid remediation of unauthorized access and other vulnerabilities

Failsafe Systems and Security

  Hosted, secure data center

  24/hour system monitoring

  Redundant servers and bandwidth

  Backup power generators

 Daily backup of log files

An Affordable Hosted Service

American Technology Corporation
174 Clarkson Road, Suite 125, Ellisville, MO 63011

Phone: 636-557-7777 | Email: PCI@atcusa.com | Web: www.atcusa.com

PCI DSS Compliance 
Solution For Smaller Retailers

Get the Right Answers

Our diverse customer portfolio includes retailers with as few as twenty stores to more than five thousand. After 
seventeen years serving customers like BP, Conoco Philips, Kwik Trip, Miller & Holmes, and Factory Card & Party Outlet, 
we understand retail security inside out, no matter the system size or scale. We’re happy to explain how the PCI DSS 
mandates relate to your own unique retail operation. There’s absolutely no obligation. Contact us today to learn more. 


